Helix-coil transition of copolymeric DNA molecule is investigated hy calculating the partition functions averaged over two kinds of ensembles of 'random sequences of base pairs, namely, the Bernoulli ensemble and permutation ensemble. Then it can be shown that the ensemble over which the partition function is averaged plays an important role to discuss the melting process of random copolymers. The treatment based on the Bernoulli ensemble leads to the arithmetic mean approximation for the statistical weight of bonded base pair and it fails to give the reasonable separate contributions of G-C and A-T base pairs to the melting process. On the other hand the treatment by the permutation ensemble gives a plausible result for the separate contributions of two kinds of base pairs and it is shown that in this case the partition function generally lies somewhere between the ariilimetic mean approximation and the geometric mean approxinw1 ion.
In recent years, the statistical mechanical theories of the helix-coil transition of DNA molecule, which take into account the copolymeric nature of DNA molecule, have been developed by several authors.
In a previous paper, l) we investigated the thermal helix-coil transition of DNA molecule using a simple model in which the base sequence is completely random and the stacking energies between different adjacent base pairs have the same value. In the calculation of partition function, we used the average statistical weight s for a bonded base pair in helical cluster which is given by (1) where P1 and P2 ( = 1-P1) are mole fractions of G-C and A-T base pairs respectively and s 1 and s 2 represent the statistical weights of bonded G-C and A-T base pairs respectively. VVe shall hereafter call this treatment the arithmetic mean approximation.
Lifson 2 l and the present authors 3 l have developed the theory of thermal denaturation of copolymeric DNA molecule taking into account the nearest neighbour frequencies of two kinds of base pairs. If it is assumed that the *> Present address: Osaka Medical School, Takatsuki, Osaka. **> Present address: School of Liberal Arts and Sciences, Kyoto University, Kyoto. base sequence is completely random and that the stacking energies between different adjacent base pairs have the same value, both treatments give essentially the same result as the above mentioned ar·ithmetic mean' approximation.
On the other hand, very recently, using a simple model in vvhich the long range correlation between base pairs in unbonded loop is neglected, Reiss et al. 5 l have shown that the arithmetic mean approximation is valid only in the limiting case of high temperature, but in the low temperature limit s should be replaced 1by the composition weighted geometric rnean of s 1 and s 2 • Thus they have suggested that the answer lies somewhere in between. Actually, they have obtained the partition function which has the intermediate properties between those of geometric mean approximation and arithmetic mean approximation, by using the matrix method and taking a maximum term of traces corresponding to a certain class of molecules (which probably corresponds to most of the DNA sequences) .
In this paper we shall present a different method which gives essentially the same result as that of Reiss et al. and is applicable to more generalized models. The interrelations between the theories of our previous paper, Reiss et al.'s and the present one are discussed from more fundamental statistical point of view. That is, it can be shown that the ensemble of molecules with different base sequences, over which the partition function is averaged, plays an important role for calculations of physical quantities of copolymeric molecules. \Ve consider two kinds of ensembles of molecules with random base sequences. One of these ensembles is the Bernoulli ensemble, in which each base sequence is generated by Bernoulli trials with the probabilities /Yr and jY 2 , and the other is the permutation ensemble in which each base sequence is formed by permutations of p 1 N G-C base pairs and jJ 2 N base pairs.
If we average the partition functions over the Bernoulli ensemble, it leads to the arithmetic mean approximation. On the other hand, by averaging the partition functions over the permutation ensemble, we can get the partition function which is similar to that of Reiss et aL and actually it can he shown that the result becomes exactly equivalent to that of their v10rk when we neglect the long range correlations between base pajrs in unbonded loop.
In ~ 2 we shall discuss the average partition functions of two kinds of ensembles and show that the treatment based on the Bernoulli ensemble fails to obtain the separate contributions of and 'I' base pairs to the total melting process. In ~ 3 we shall discuss the details in the case of permutation ensemble and show that our results coinsides with those of Reiss et al.'s calculation when we neglect the long range correlation between base pairs in an unbonded loop. In § 4 the results of numerical calculations of several physical quantities in the case of the permutation ensemble arc presentccL as model a). For the sake of brevity we refer the reader to reference 1) for the general presentati~n of the problem under discussion, as well as for a more detailed explanation about notations and other details omitt~d here.
Bernoulli ensemble
We now construct the average partltwn function of the Bernoulli ensemble of DNA molecules with different sequences of two kinds of base pairs. In our simple model, essentially a single chain of two kinds of monomers (base pairs) are considered and the stacking order of base pairs in a double strand IS not taken into account. Therefore, the total number of possible sequences in the Bernoulli ensemble IS (2) Let us denote the partltwn function corresponding to the j th sequence of this ensemble by Qn<j). In order to obtain Q 8 <j), we shall consider a partially bonded state of this molecule, which can be specified by an alternating sequence of the helical clusters and the unbonded loops with the free chains at both ends. Now let mY> Cl1, l2) be the number of helical clusters consisting of l1 G-C base pairs and l2 A-T base pairs and nUl (k1, k 2 ) be the number of loops consisting of /~1 G-C pairs and k2 A-T pairs, and also i 1 Ul and be the numbers of ( ;_c and A-T pairs in the free chains of both ends. I-Iere we shall denote the set of numbers {mUl(lt, l2)}, {nUl(k 1 , k 2 ) } , i 1 Ul and i 2 Ul simply by (J)Ul symbolically. Obviously there exist the following two restrjctions on the set o)Ul:
since the total number of the base pairs 1V should 1le fixed and a loop is always located between two helical clusters. The statistical weight of a state whiL~h belongs to the class of states specified by cu<j) can be written as
where ( 
and it seems to be a plausible assumption that a (l: 1 , 1?-2 ) depends on k 1 and 1? 2 only through the length of ring, so that it may be written as (7) irrespectively of base sequence in a cluster or loop. Then the partition function of a molecule with the j th sequence can be expressed as
where !2n (roUl) is the number of states which belongs to the class (uul and the summation extends over all possible set of numbers roUl which satisfies the conditions (3) and ( 4). However, it seems to be very difficult to calculate the number of states of class (u<n for given sequence j. Therefore we shall now consider all the possible sequences of the Bernoulli ensemble; then It Is seen that there are many sequences which can realize the state (I) whose statistical weight is given by
The number of all possible states which can be realized by all possible sequences and give the same statistical weight (9) can be given by
As a special case if we consider a homopolymer, for instance l2 = !?2 = i2 = 0, we have
This is the number of configurations of a homopolymer which gives the same statistical weight Zn ((u) and coincides with the factor used for a homopolymer in the previous paper.
l
The probability of the occurrence of such sequences that can realize the state (0 is given by
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Then we can obtain the averaged partition function On in the form
(14).
-,--l~
J and the ~ummation in Eq. (13) extends over all the possible configuration~ oJ which satisfy the conditions (3) and ( 4). In order to obtain an approximate solution of our problem, we shall look for the maximum term of Eq. (13) by using the Lagrangean 1nethod of undetermined multipliers. This can be performed by differentiating the logarithm of Eq. (14) with respect to {m Cl1, l 2 )}, {n (k1, k 2 ) } , i1 and i 2 , taking into consideration the restrictions (3) and ( 4) . By a straightforward calculation we find
. From Eqs. (19) the parameter y can be eliminated and if the expressions (6) and (7) are used the summations can be partially performed under the conditions l 1 + l 2 = l and /, 1 + /:~2 = k; then we obtain 
Then from Eqs. (15) and (16) we can finally obtain the total fraction of base pairs in the hydrogen bonded state 0 as
The expressiOns (20) and (21) really show that the treatment based on the Bernoulli ensemble is essentially equivalent to the arithmetic mean approximation. Now we shall consider each individual contribution of G-C and A-T' base pairs to the total melting process. Let 0 1 and 0 2 be the fractions of G-C and A-T base pmrs in the hydrogen bonded state respectively. Then 01 and 02 are given by 
Actually, the real low tern perature limits of 0 1 and 0 2 should be both equal to 1. Such a peculiar circumstance is caused by the ensemble over which the partition function has been averaged.
In order to see this situation, here we shall consider the average numbers N1 and J.V 2 of the total G-C and T base pairs in a molecule. These crm be given by Therefore, in the high temperature limit we are really treating the molecules with G +-C content j-> 1 and A+ T content P2. On the other hand in the low temperature limit, since dlog ~r(.z)ldlog z>dlog (/J(.z)ldlog z, we have
In this case the molecules under consideration become homopolymers of (~-C base pairs. Thus, in the present calculation, the statistical weights of various sequences in the Bernoulli ensemble vary with the change of temperature. From these discussions, it becomes clear that for the statistical description of the real copolymeric molecules with the known base contents, the Bernoulli ensemble is unsuitable.
Permutation ensemble
Vve shall now consider the collection of molecules of the permutation ensemble which is constructed by the permutation of p 1 N G-C base pairs and p 2 N A-T base pairs. rrhe number of possible sequences in the permutation ensem- where ~P and S2I' have the same expressions as those of the Bernoulli ensemble. However, in Eq. (34) the possible set of numbers uJCil 1s restricted by the conditions But in this case the probability of the occurence of such a sequence that can realize the state oJ is given by (39) and also the summation over the states is restricted by the conditions (35), (36) and (37). Using Eqs. (9) and (10) for Zp(oJ) and Qp(cu) respectively we obtain 
and also Eq. ( 45) becomes lJ!p(X)-
({)r(Y).
From (36), (37) and ( 41) --( 44) we obtain the relations
(50)
For sufficiently large -.N, by eliminating L: m (l 1 , l 2 ) from Eqs. (52) and (53) and using Eqs. ( 49) and (50) 
Thus, by Eqs. (51) and (55), we can determine the values of X and Y. Then the fractions 01 and 02 of G-C and A-T base pairs in the hydrogen bonded state can be calculated as
The total fraction of hydrogen bonded base pairs is given by
and the average partition function is now written as log Or-'-:·Max. log OI'(UJ)
It can be seen from the expression (59) that, since s1>s 2 , the following relationship must hold in order that the arguments of the logarithms are positive : where .::11{ 1 and iil-1 2 are the heat of the dissociation of G-C and A-T base pairs respectively and g is the entropy factor independent of temperature, where we assumed the same factor for two kinds of base pmrs. Thus the partition function (59) can be written as log 0 P == pl_~_V log s1
where C is a c'onstant. Equation (64) shows that the partition function becomes just that of the geometric mean approximation which is clearly valid in the low temperature limit.
2) 1-Iigh temperature limit Cs1<{l, s 2 <{1)
In this case aln1ost all base pairs are considered to be broken. l-Ienee, the first terms in the parentheses on left-and right-hand sides of Eq. (:34) may be neglected; then we have a simple relation jJ2Z1 = P1Z2 . 
By the use of Eqs. (55) and (68), we obtain
where
Equation ( In order to perform the numerical calculation, we adopted the random flight chain approximation for the statistical weight of loop a (k), that Is,
In this case the infinite series ~a (k) converges and the roots of the characteristic equation (51) and (55) can be obtained only for the restricted range of values of s 1 and s 2 and it can be shown that in this case the melting curve has a critical point at which a completely denatured state appears as was already shown in the previous papers.
When ~a (k) diverges we always have the melting curve which shows the gradual change of 1 ~ tJ.
Here we use the values of parameters u 0 =0.1, g=8.182·10-\ JH 1 =5.265
Kcal and Al-! 2 = 4.703 Kcal which we used in the previous paper. shown in Fig. 1 . In these melting curves the transition temperatures T ml, Tm 2 and Tm are defined by the points at which ()1 = 1/2, fJ 2 = 1/2 and 0 = 1/2 respectively. The dependence of these transition temperatures upon the G + C base content is shown in Fig. 2 . It is seen that the treatment based on the permutation ensemble yields the linear dependence of transition temperature upon the G + C content ; contrarily it should be reminded that the treatment based on the Bernoulli ensemble gives the dependence slightly deviated frmn linear relation as has been shown in our previous paper. 
1.0
If we adopt the geometric mean approximation, each of Figs. 1 and 2 must give a single curve and the relation between 1-~-0 1 and 1-0 2 is given by the dotted straight line in Fig. 3 .
Thus we may be able to conclude that in order to investigate each individual ntelting process of G-C and A-T base pairs, we must adopt the permutation ensemble.
We have dealt with the helix-coil transition of copolymeric DNA molecules by averaging the partition function over two kinds of ensembles with random base sequence, namely the Bernoulli ensemble and the permutation ensemble. Then it has been shown that the treatment based on the Bernoulli ensemble is identical with the arithmetic mean approximation and cannnot give the physically reasonable result for the individual contribution of G-C and A-T base pairs to the total melting process. Furthermore it has been shown that the total numbers of the G-C and A-T base pairs N 1 and N 2 in the molecule under discussion are dependent on temperature in unreasonable way and that in the low temperature limit the representative molecule of this ensemble becomes homopolymer consisting of only G-C base pairs. This is the reason why this treatn1ent fails to explain the individual contribution of G-C and A-T' base pairs to the total melting process.
On the other hand, in the case of the permutation ensemble, we have obtained the plausible results for these quantities el and 62 and they fit qualitatively the experimental data. As a special case, if we neglect the correlations between base pairs in a loop, that is, if we put a (k) = u, our results coinside completely with· that obtained by Reiss et al. Thus it should be remarked that the ensemble over which the partition function is averaged plays an important role to calculate the physical quantities of the copolymeric molecules with random sequence. The similar situation may be expected for the statistical mechanical problems concerning the thermodynamical and also other properties of the systems with random sequence, so that the discussion presented here seems to be rather general and fundamental problem which always lies in the statistical descriptions of random systems.
